FREIGHT FORWARDING

P.O.
MANAGEMENT
See the difference.
Livingston’s P.O. Management
solution delivers.

Freight Forwarding

P.O. Management
Complete visibility of your supply chain,
from order to delivery.

PO MANAGEMENT
Take your supply chain management to the next level. Reduce
costs, improve efficiency and increase accuracy. Choose
Livingston’s P.O. Management solution for greater control and
end-to-end oversight of your supply chain.

With Livingston’s P.O. Management solution, continuous
access to your purchase orders from inception to delivery
and end-to-end visibility of your supply chain, go hand in

Production and
quality control

hand. You can find and fix inefficiencies as you go, saving

Vendor
management

valuable time and money.

You’re always in control
Monitoring vendor/supplier performance has never been

Inventory
management

Transportation and
customs reporting

easier: compare estimated shipping, actual shipped and
delivery dates, verify quantities shipped, and benefit from:
●● Shipment event triggers
●● Split P.O. alerts
●● Capability for kitted/assembled SKUs

Landed cost and
financial reporting

Advanced shipment
and exception reporting

●● Optimized workflow and event tracking with exceptions
reporting

Livingston’s P.O. Management is
ideal for shippers who need:

Shipping from multiple venders…in
multiple countries…to multiple buyers?
Livingston’s Purchase Order Management solution is the
perfect choice when you source from five or more local or
international vendors and ship to multiple distribution centers

●● Improved fulfillment decisions

or buyers. Plus, you can easily navigate vendor compliance

●● Decreased shipping costs

and communication issues with our user-friendly dashboards

●● Better ability to meet production and delivery

and reports that monitor desired KPIs by vendor.

target dates
●● Advanced notifications on any purchase
orders outside of shipment windows
●● Management of vendors for continuous

Contact Livingston today!

improvement
●● Better communication and fewer
sourcing errors

Have questions?
Contact your account executive.

●● Order consolidation and load planning

Write to us at: simplify@livingstonintl.com

●● Simplified vendor and forecasting inventory

or give us a call at 1-800-837-1063

management

www.livingstonintl.com

